Tools with rotary cutting edges – classification and terminology
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In recent years, in the most technologically advanced countries, the concept of machining with variable active cutting edge has been successfully returned, especially in the field of hard-working materials [1-4]. In the case of processes of processing such materials using traditional methods, there are many difficulties. These tools have a specified number of cutting edges (e.g. 3, 4, 6, 8 or 12), unchanged during cutting (fig.1a and fig. 1b).

The classification of these tools, which would adequately reflect the current state of their development and applications, does not exist. Thus, as a result of own research [1, 2], it was proposed to study the literature of the subject and the patents [3-9] and introduce the systematics of the construction of these tools and their applications. This seems justified also in the context of their historical development. Initially they have been used as special tools, and in recent years they have become commercially viable.

Rotary tools or tools with rotary edges?

In studies of experimental and industrial practice, these tools are often referred to as turning tools and the processes of their use – Treatment of rotating tools. This is mainly due to the simple scientific translation of publications, patent descriptions and implementation drawings. For example, in Russian, these terms are: ротационное резание, ротационное инструменты, and in English: rotary tools (RT), rotary cutting [4-6]. The most popular tool group with rotary edges is the lathe tool, which traditionally implements non-rotational movement (Table I). Their name in English and self-propelled rotary tools (SPRT) would indicate that we are dealing with rotary tools. In fact, only the edge itself rotates due to the force caused by friction of the surface of the chip attack. This movement is possible thanks to various solutions bearing the cutting insert.

The need for a proper definition of these tools also arises from the need to simplify and speed up the search for content in catalogs, articles or patents available on the web. The use of rotary tools, rotary cutting, rotary cutting, ротационное резание or ротационное инструменты on the web search engine usually leads to content related to typical cutting processes and typical rotary cutting tools such as milling cutters, drills.
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and reamers. It seems that the more precise name is: tools with rotary / rotary edges. In English the names and acronyms are: rotary cutting edge tools – RCET, rotary edge tools – RET, tools with rotary cutting edge – TRCE. However, in the English-speaking literature (e.g. in Japan, China, Korea, USA) there is a simplified, imperfect shortcut RT (rotary tools), although the more readable would be the rotary edge tools (RET) or RE (rotary edge).

**Classification of tools with rotary edges**

A general distinguishing feature of rotary blade tools (Table I) is the mechanism for obtaining the rotation of the cutting insert. Rotation of the plate in a kinematic embodiment shown in Fig. 1d can be obtained by the following methods:

- „automatic“ rotation – under the influence of the forces acting during machining on the effective surface of the edge. Tools of this kind will be called self-propelled blade tools (SPRET) and self-propelled rotary edge tool (SPRET);
- forced rotation – by an external drive mechanism. Tools of this kind will be marked with DRET (driven rotary edges tool) or DRE.

A variant with periodic rotation of the plate is also possible outside the processing zone. This variant operatively designated SPRET-Interrupt. Rotation of the plate would be carried out at intervals between the exit of the turning tool from a workpiece and the subsequent entry into the material (milling operations), or between each pass of the turning tool (in turning operations). The mechanism for periodic rotation of the plate can be constructed using commonly used media in machining, such as compressed air or high-pressure coolant (e.g., through a spindle milling machine).

The introduction of positive drive the insert (DRET) complicated and more expensive design tools, but allows for targeted control kinematic important parameter, namely the rotation of the cutting insert. The forced drive in DRET tools can improve some of the tooling effects [4-6] and is essential for geometrically complex machining, so that there may be an unstable rotation of the cutting insert. For technical and economic reasons DRET tools have been tested and used sporadically.

In all variants of the RET tools a rotary edge bearing is an essential element. The solution of the bearing node is a distinguishing feature of tools for bearing: sliding, sliding and mixed. While studying the development of these tools, one can clearly state that the problem of bearing was the main obstacle to their development. RET tool of the bearing system are under dynamically varying strengths, high temperature and often in an environment of the coolant, and various chip form. Ensure that the requirements concerning strength, thermal and chemical resistance, especially high geometrical accuracy (runout) of bearing and backlash-free, was and is a difficult task technically. An additional difficulty is the limited space in which the bearing node should be located. Tools or rotary cassettes that meet the requirements that are sufficiently met are now based on roller bearings that take degrees of freedom both in the radial and axial direction. Other embodiments of the bearings are only acceptable in the toolbar RET intended for the treatment of materials easily worked, non-metallic.

Recently, newly developed DRET edges designed for multi-axis CNC turning centers have opened up new perspectives [2, 8, 9]. Thus, there is the possibility of replacing a complex drive mechanism of the cutting insert, mounted in the body of each tool individually, the respective axis drive mechanism – CNC – modern machine tools.

**Tools with rotary edges driven by the machine spindle**

This is a special group of DRET tools (called rotary front knives), in which there is no problem of difficult bearing of the cutting edge (Fig. 3), and this simplifies the construction of both uniform tools (Table II (d)) and assembled.

The machining of these tools resembles the milling process. In both cases, the object and the tool perform a rotational motion, and in addition the tool or object performs a movement. However, there is a fundamental difference in surface shaping: the front edges characterizes the constant, continuous presence of the same edges in the material.

---

**TABLE I. Selected rotary edge tools (RET)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a)</th>
<th>SPRT turning tool of Japanese Mitsubishi Carbide, right, type RRSRDR3232P12. Replacement plates with diameter Np. – e.g. Dc = 12.7 mm, np. RDGH12X400-M4 TF15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>SPRT turning tool of Japanese Mitsubishi Carbide, left, type RRS-RDR3323P19. Replacement plates with diameter Np. – e.g. Dc = 19.05 mm, np. RNGJ190600-M5 US735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>SPRT turning tool of Rotary Technologies Corporation (USA) type CLT-15RH with replaceable rotary cassette. Replacement plates with diameter Np. – e.g. Dc = 27 mm. Commercial tool appeared on the market in 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d)</td>
<td>Custom designed SPRT, adapted for experimental testing with interchangeable rotary or stationary cartridges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. DRET (driven rotary edge tool)
The proposed name of the turning tool is also acceptable in other languages. This is analogy to face milling – face rotary turning tools (FRTT).

In recent years, English-language literature [2,8,9] has been assigned an individual name for spinning-turning spinning tool technology. Both names may function in parallel also in Polish: FRTT or spinning. In the future, with the development of this technology and increasing the frequency and scope of its use, one can name one.

It should be emphasized that in the variant of the use of multi-axis CNC lathes, the tool can work both as SPRET and DRET. The only condition for changing from SPRET variant to DRET is that the spindle rotation resistance at the disengaged drive must be less than its torque due to the friction force of the chip on the rake surface. In addition, the frictional force can be increased or decreased by altering the angle of the tool axis.

**Rotary edge tools for various types of machining**

The basic distinguishing feature of rotating edge tools is the type of machining they are intended for. The RET tool constructs for the operation are:
- turning of external surfaces and ends (Table I, (a-c)),
- boring (Table I, (d)),
- milling (Table II (a))
- drilling (Table II (b))
- peeling (Table II (c)).

An important distinguishing feature of RET tools, characterized by their kinematic cutting properties, is the orientation of the cutting plate relative to the workpiece, defining the position of the rake surface, the application and the position of the axis of rotation of the plate. Fig. 4a and fig. 4b show the most common variants of the cutting inserts relative to the workpiece, differing by the angle of inclination of the cutting insert axis relative to the basic plane. Accepting the cone of the cone (or roller) as the railing surface lessens the space in which the bearing knot can be placed. This embodiment was used in the construction of the tools with large dimensions, constructed with the use of ball bearings. Variation of the cutting insert shown in fig. 4d (i.e. Frustum), currently being developed and tested in RTC company (USA), characterized by a more favorable discharge of chips from the cutting zone, and good strength of the edge.

**Fig. 4. Selected cutting plate positions relative to the workpiece: a-b) the rake surface is the base of the cone (or roller); c) the rake surface is the cone surface; d) the geometry of the cutting plate is called the frustum.**

**Conclusions**

The proposed terminology and classification is merely an attempt to systematize known (or possible) construction solutions for rotary cutting edge tools that are constantly being developed and improved.

Overview of structural solutions together with their characteristics can be a valuable inspiration for both tool builders and technologists planning to use these tools (RETs) in modern machining processes.
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